Installation instructions

Xorel textile wallcovering

storage instructions
Rolls of Xorel should be stored so that a minimum amount of weight rests on them. Do not keep the rolls stored on end.

special inspections
Check the wallcoverings for pattern, colour and quantity. Check to see whether the various rolls match belong together. In case of problems, do not hang more than three drops.

wall preparation
The wall must be completely smooth. If necessary, prepare the walls with a Vescom primer/sealer.

recommended adhesive
Use a Vescom adhesive suited to the type of wall. Do not thin the adhesive with chemical solvents. If the wallcovering is paper backed, moisten the backing with water first.

hanging
We recommend using a wallpaper table for trimming and butting the wallcovering. Trim 5 cm from both sides. If you wish to double cut on the wall, use a Vescom double cutter to avoid cutting into the wall surface.

1. Cut and hang the drops consecutively including the shorter pieces over doors and windows.
2. Xorel may panel. Reversing sheets may minimise panelling.
3. Do not use a seam roller of any kind to smooth the seams or edges. Smooth the seams with a plastic scraper.
4. The best way to remove any excess adhesive from the seams is to use a slightly damp sponge and clean, hot water. Dry the seams immediately after cleaning with a soft, dry hand towel.